Abstract-The large-inputs asymptotic capacity of a peak-power and average-power limited discrete-time Poisson channel is derived using a new firm (nonasymptotic) lower bound and an asymptotic upper bound. The upper bound is based on the dual expression for channel capacity and the notion of capacity-achieving input distributions that escape to infinity. The lower bound is based on a lower bound on the entropy of a conditionally Poisson random variable in terms of the differential entropy of its conditional mean.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E consider a memoryless discrete-time channel whose output takes value in the set of nonnegative integers and whose input takes value in the set of nonnegative real numbers . Conditional on the input , the output is Poisson distributed with mean , where is some nonnegative constant, called dark current. Thus, the conditional channel law is given by (1) This channel is often used to model pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) optical communication with a direct-detection receiver [1] . Here the input is proportional to the product of the transmitted light intensity by the pulse duration; the dark current similarly models the time-by-intensity product of the background radiation; and the output models the number of photons arriving at the receiver during the pulse duration. A peak-power constraint on the transmitter is accounted for by the peak-input constraint and an average-power constraint by (3) Note that since the input is proportional to the light intensity, the power constraints apply to the input directly and not to the square of its magnitude (as is usually the case for electrical transmission models). We use to denote the average-to-peak-power ratio
The case corresponds to the absence of an average-power constraint, whereas corresponds to a very weak peakpower constraint.
Although we also provide firm lower bounds on channel capacity that are valid for all values of the peak and average power, our main interest in this paper is mostly in the case where both the allowed average power and the allowed peak power are large. In fact, we shall compute the asymptotic behavior of channel capacity as both and tend to infinity with the ratio held fixed. The low-input regime where the input power is small was studied in [2] and [3] .
No analytic expression for the capacity of the Poisson channel is known. In [1] , Shamai showed that capacity-achieving input distributions are discrete with a finite number of mass points, where the number of mass points increases to infinity as the constraints are relaxed.
In [4] , Brady and Verdú considered the case of the Poisson channel with only an average-power constraint. The following bounds were derived. Let and tend to infinity with their ratio held fixed. Given there exists an such that for all the capacity is bounded by
Note that the difference between the upper and lower bound is unbounded if the dark current is held constant while tends to infinity. While the capacity of the discrete-time Poisson channel is unknown, the capacity of the general continuous-time Poisson channel where the input signal is not restricted to be PAM has been derived exactly: the case with a peak-power constraint only 0018-9448/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE was solved by Kabanov [5] ; the more general situation of peakand average-power constraints was treated by Davis [6] ; Wyner [7] found the reliability function of the channel; and Frey [8] , [9] studied the capacity of the Poisson channel under an -norm constraint.
The capacity of the continuous-time Poisson channel can only be achieved by input processes that have unbounded bandwidth. Since this is not realistic, Shamai and Lapidoth [10] investigated the channel capacity of a Poisson channel with some spectral constraints, but without restricting the input to use PAM. Note that even though the penalty incurred by the PAM scheme tends to zero once the pulse duration is shortened to zero, a PAM scheme is not optimal if we only limit the minimal pulsewidth, but not the pulse shape [11] .
Besides the Poisson channel model there are a few related channel models used to describe optical communication. The free-space optical intensity channel has been investigated in [12, Ch. 3] , [13] - [18] . A variation of this model where the noise depends on the input has been studied in [12, Ch. 4] , [19] .
One of the obstacles to an exact expression for the capacity of the Poisson channel is that the Poisson distribution does not seem to admit a simple analytic expression. Recently, however, Martinez [20] derived a new expression for the entropy of a Poisson random variable based on an integral representation that can be easily computed numerically. Using this expression he derived firm lower and upper bounds on the capacity for the discrete-time Poisson channel with only an average-power constraint and no dark current (7) (8) Similarly to the bounds presented here, the derivation of (8) is based on a duality approach. We would like to emphasize that (8) is a firm bound valid for all values of whereas we will present upper bounds that are only valid asymptotically as the available power tends to infinity. However, in the derivation in [20] there is a tiny gap in the proof that is shown only numerically. Nevertheless, Martinez' bounds are very close and actually tighter than the bounds presented here (see Fig. 2 in Section II).
Here we present results for the more general case where we enforce both peak-and average-power constraints and assume a general (nonnegative) dark current . We will derive new lower bounds on channel capacity that are tighter than previous bounds. These bounds are based on a new result that proves that the entropy of the output of a Poisson channel is always larger than the differential entropy of the channel's input (see Section III-B for more details).
We will also introduce an asymptotic upper bound on channel capacity, where "asymptotic" means that the bound is valid when the available peak and average power tend to infinity with their ratio held fixed. 1 The upper and lower bounds asymptot-ically coincide, thus yielding the exact asymptotic behavior of channel capacity.
The derivation of the upper bounds is based on a technique introduced in [21] using a dual expression for mutual information. We will not state it in its full generality but adapted to the form needed in this paper. For more details and for a proof we refer to [21, 2 with input alphabet and output alphabet . Then for an arbitrary distribution over the channel output alphabet, the channel capacity is upper-bounded by (9) Here, stands for the relative entropy [22, Ch. 2] , and denotes the capacity-achieving input distribution.
The challenge of using (9) lies in a clever choice of the arbitrary law that will lead to a good upper bound. Moreover, note that the bound (9) still contains an expectation over the (unknown) capacity-achieving input distribution . To handle this expectation we will need to resort to the concept of input distributions that escape to infinity as introduced in [21] , [23] . This concept will be briefly reviewed in Section IV-B1.
The results of this paper are partially based on [24] and have appeared in the Ph.D. dissertation [12, Ch. 5] .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After some brief remarks about our notation, we summarize our main results in the subsequent section. The derivations are then given in Section III (lower bounds) and Section IV (upper bounds). These two derivation sections both contain a subsection with mathematical preliminaries. In particular, in Section III-B we prove that the entropy of the output of a Poisson channel is lower-bounded by the differential entropy of its input, in Section IV-B1 we review the concept of input distributions that escape to infinity, and in Section IV-B2 we show an adapted version of the channel model with continuous channel output. We will conclude the paper in Section V.
We try to distinguish between those quantities that are random and those that are constant: for random quantities we use uppercase letters and for their realizations lower case letters. Scalars are typically denoted using Greek letters or lower case Roman letters. However, there will be a few exceptions to these rules. Since they are widely used in the literature, we will stick with the common customary shape of the following symbols: stands for capacity, denotes the entropy of a discrete random variable, denotes the relative entropy between two probability measures, and stands for the mutual information functional. Moreover, we have decided to use the capitals and to denote probability mass functions (PMF) in case of discrete random variables or cumulative distribution functions (CDF) in case of continuous random variables, respectively:
• denotes a distribution on an input of a channel; • denotes a channel law, i.e., the distribution of the channel output conditioned on the channel input; and • denotes a distribution on the channel output.
In the case when or represents a CDF, the corresponding probability density function (PDF) is denoted by and , respectively. The symbol denotes average power and stands for peak power. We shall denote the mean-Poisson distribution by and the uniform distribution on the interval by . All rates specified in this paper are in nats per channel use, and all logarithms are natural logarithms.
Finally, we give the following definition.
Definition 2:
Let be a function that tends to zero as its argument tends to infinity, i.e., for any there exists a constant such that for all (10) Then we write 3 (11) 
II. MAIN RESULTS
We present upper and lower bounds on the capacity of channel (1) . While the lower bounds are valid for all values of the power, the upper bounds are valid asymptotically only, i.e., only in the limit when the average power and the peak power tend to infinity with their ratio kept fixed. It will turn out that in this limit the lower and upper bounds coincide, i.e., asymptotically we can specify the capacity precisely.
We distinguish between three cases: in the first case, we have both an average-and a peak-power constraint where the average-to-peak-power ratio (4) is in the range . In the second case, , which includes the situation with only a peak-power constraint . And finally, in the third case, we look at the situation with only an average-power constraint.
We begin with the first case.
Theorem 3:
The channel capacity of a Poisson channel with dark current under a peak-power constraint (2) and an average-power constraint (3), where the ratio lies in , is bounded as follows:
3 Note that by this notation we want to imply that o (1) does not depend on any other nonconstant variable apart from z.
Here is the solution to (14) where the error function is defined as (15) with the Gaussian -function (16) Note that the function is monotonically decreasing in and tends to for and to for . The error term tends to zero as the average power and the peak power tend to infinity with their ratio held fixed at . Hence, the asymptotic expansion of channel capacity is (17) where is defined as above to be the solution to (14) .
In the second case , we have the following bounds.
Theorem 4:
Here the error term tends to zero as the average power and the peak power tend to infinity with their ratio held fixed at . Hence, the asymptotic expansion for the channel capacity is (20) The bounds of Theorem 3 and 4 are depicted in Fig. 1 for different values of .
Remark 5:
For the solution to (14) tends to zero. If in (13) is chosen to be zero, then (13) coincides with (19) . On the other hand, the lower bound (12) does not converge to (18) for . The reason for this lies in a detail of the derivations shown (12) and (18) (valid for all values of ) and the asymptotic upper bounds (13) and (19) (valid only in the limit when " 1) on the capacity of a Poisson channel under an average-and a peak-power constraint with average-to-peak-power ratio . For (including the case of only a peak-power constraint = 1) the bounds do not depend on . The upper bounds do not depend on the dark current. For the lower bounds, the dark current is assumed to be = 3. The horizontal axis is measured in decibels where [dB] = 10log .
in Section III-D: in the case of only a peak-power constraint we are able to derive the value of exactly (see (49)), whereas in the case of a peak-and average-power constraint we need to bound this value (see (45)).
Remark 6: Note that in Theorem 4 both the lower and the upper bound do not depend on . Asymptotically, the averagepower constraint becomes inactive for so the transmitter uses less than the available average power.
Finally, for the case with only an average-power constraint the results are as follows.
Theorem 7:
The channel capacity of a Poisson channel with dark current under an average-power constraint (3) is bounded as follows: (21) (22) Here the error term tends to zero as . Hence, the asymptotic expansion for the channel capacity is (23) The bounds of Theorem 7 are shown in Fig. 2 , together with the lower and upper bound equations (5) and (6) from [4] and equations (7) and (8) from [20] .
Remark 8: If we keep fixed and let
, we get . For , the solution to (14) tends to which makes sure that (13) tends to (22) . To see this note that for we can approximate . Then we get from (14) that (24) Using this together with
we get from (13) (27) (5) and (6) by Brady and Verdú [4] are plotted where we have assumed E " 1; = 0, and = 3, and the firm lower and upper bounds (7) and (8) by Martinez [20] are shown. Note that the lower bound (7) assumes = 0 and is therefore not directly comparable with (21) . The horizontal axis is measured in decibels where E [dB] = 10 log E.
Similarly, (12) converges to (21) which can be seen by noting that for fixed and such that we get (29) Hence, Theorem 7 can be seen as corollary to Theorem 3.
III. DERIVATION OF THE LOWER BOUNDS

A. Overview
The key ideas of the derivation of the lower bounds are as follows. We drop the optimization in the definition of capacity and simply choose one particular (30) This leads to a natural lower bound on capacity.
We would like to choose a distribution that is reasonably close to the capacity-achieving input distribution in order to get a tight lower bound. However, we might have the difficulty that for such a the evaluation of is intractable. Note that even for relatively "simple" distributions the distribution of the corresponding channel output may be difficult to compute, let alone . To avoid this problem we lower-bound in terms of and upper-bound in terms of . This will lead to a lower bound on that only depends on through the expression (31) We then choose the CDF to maximize this expression under the given power constraints.
B. Mathematical Preliminaries
The following lemma summarizes some basic properties of a Poisson distribution.
Lemma 9: Let be Poisson distributed with mean i.e.,
Then the following holds:
and is monotonically nondecreasing for and monotonically nonincreasing for . Proof: See, e.g., [25] .
Since no simple analytic expression for the entropy of a Poisson random variable is known, we shall resort to simple bounds. We begin with an upper bound. In Section IV-B2 we will present a lower bound on that is valid asymptotically when the mean tends to infinity.
The following proposition is the key in the derivation of the lower bounds on channel capacity. It demonstrates that if is conditionally Poisson given a mean , then the entropy can be lower-bounded in terms of the differential entropy .
Proposition 11: Let be the output of a Poisson channel with input and dark current according to (1) . Assume that has a finite positive expectation . Then
Proof: A proof is given in Appendix A.
C. Proof of the Lower Bound (12)
Using Lemma 10 and Proposition 11 we get
We choose an input distribution with the following density:
where is defined in (15) and where is chosen to achieve the average-power constraint (41) i.e., is the solution to (14) . Note that the choice (40) corresponds to the distribution that maximizes (31) under the constraints (2) and (3) The result (12) now follows from (39) with (14), (42), and (45) where is replaced by . (18) and (21) The lower bound (18) follows from (39) with the following choice of an input distribution :
D. Proof of the Lower Bounds
Note that this choice corresponds to (40) with . It is the distribution that maximizes (31) under the peak-power constraint (2) [22, Ch. 12] .
We then get
Plugging this into (39) with substituted by yields the desired result.
As noted in Remark 8, (21) can be seen as limiting case of (12) for . It could also be derived analogously to (12) with the choice (50) (which is the limiting PDF of (40) for ).
IV. DERIVATION OF THE UPPER BOUNDS
A. Overview
The derivation of the upper bounds is based on the following key ideas.
• We will assume that the dark current is zero, i.e., . This is no loss in generality because any upper bound to the capacity of a Poisson channel without dark current is also an upper bound to the case with nonzero dark current. This can be seen as follows: conditional on let . 
where the inequality follows from the nonnegativity of mutual information. Hence (58) which proves our claim. Actually, we will show that asymptotically the dark current has no impact on the capacity.
• One difficulty of the Poisson channel model (1) is that while we have a continuous input, the output is discrete. This complicates the application of the technique explained in Proposition 1 considerably. To circumvent this problem we slightly change the channel model without changing its capacity value. The idea is to add some independent continuous noise to the channel output that is uniformly distributed between and , i.e.,
where , independent of and . There is no loss in information because, given , we can always recover by applying the "floor"-operation (60) where for any denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to .
• We will rely on Proposition 1 to derive an upper bound on the capacity of this new channel model with input and output , i.e., we will choose an output distribution and evaluate (9) . In various places we will need to resort to further upper-bounding.
• To evaluate the expectation in (9) over the unknown capacity-achieving input distribution we will resort to the concept of input distributions that escape to infinity as introduced in [21] and further refined in [23] . In short, even if is unknown, this concept allows us to compute for arbitrary bounded functions in the asymptotic limit when the available power tends to infinity. The price we pay is that our upper bounds are only valid asymptotically for infinite power. For more details, see Section IV-B1.
• As mentioned before, no strictly analytic expression for the entropy of a Poisson distributed random variable is known.
We will resort to an asymptotic lower bound on that is valid as tends to infinity. We then again use the concept of input distributions that escape to infinity to show that if the available power tends to infinity also tends to infinity.
B. Mathematical Preliminaries
In Section IV-B1 we will review the concept of input distributions that escape to infinity and some of its implications. Note that the stated results are general and not restricted to the case of a Poisson channel. Section IV-B2 shows how the Poisson channel model can be modified to have a continuous output.
1) Input Distributions That Escape to Infinity:
In this subsection, we will briefly review the notion of input distributions that escape to infinity as introduced in [21] and further refined in [23] . Loosely speaking, a sequence of input distributions parametrized by the allowed cost is said to escape to infinity if it assigns to any fixed compact set a probability that tends to zero as the allowed cost tends to infinity.
This notion is important because we can show that for most channels of interest, the capacity-achieving input distribution must escape to infinity. In fact, not only the capacity-achieving input distributions escape to infinity: every sequence of input distributions that achieves a mutual information having the same asymptotic growth rate as capacity must escape to infinity.
The statements in this section are valid in general, i.e., they are not restricted to the Poisson channel. We will only assume that the input and output alphabets and of some channel are separable metric spaces, and that for any set the mapping from to is Borel measurable. 4 We then consider a general cost function which is assumed measurable.
Recall the following definition of a capacity-cost function with an average and a peak constraint.
Definition 12: Given a channel over the input alphabet and the output alphabet and given some nonnegative cost function , we define the capacity-cost function by
where the supremum is over all input distributions that satisfy (62) and
Note that all the following results also hold in the case of only an average constraint, without limitation on the peak power. However, for brevity we will omit the explicit statements for this case.
We will now define the notion of input distributions that escape to infinity. For an intuitive understanding of the following definition and some of its consequences, it is best to focus on the example of the Poisson channel where the channel inputs are nonnegative real numbers and where the cost function is . Note that in [1] it has been shown that the Poisson channel has a unique capacity-achieving input distribution. We will now show that this distribution falls into the setting of Proposition 14, i.e., that it escapes to infinity.
Corollary 15:
Fix the average-to-peak-power ratio (70) Then, the capacity-achieving input distribution of a Poisson channel (1) with peak-and average-power constraints (2) and (3) escapes to infinity. Similarly, for the situation with only an average-power constraint (3), escapes to infinity.
Proof: To prove this statement, we will show that the function (71) satisfies both conditions (67) and (68) of Proposition 14. The latter has already been shown in [23, Remark 9] and is therefore omitted. The former condition is more tricky. The difficulty lies in the fact that we need to derive the asymptotic behavior of the capacity at this early stage of the proof, even though precisely this asymptotic behavior is our main result of this paper. Note, however, that for the proof of this corollary it is sufficient to find the first term in the asymptotic expansion of capacity.
Nevertheless, our proof relies heavily on the lower bounds derived in Section III, on Proposition 1, and also on Lemmas 17-19 of Section IV-B2. Of course, we made sure that none of the used results relies in turn on this corollary! The details are deferred to the very end of this paper in Appendix F. We will next derive some more properties of the "continuous Poisson" distribution (75). Without loss of generality, in the rest of this section we will restrict ourselves to the case of . The expected logarithm of a Poisson distributed random variable is unbounded since the random variable takes on the value zero with a nonzero probability. However, is well defined. It can be bounded as follows. (94) where the term is bounded and tends to zero as tends to infinity.
Proof: A proof is given in Appendix C.
Finally, we state some other properties of .
Lemma 20: Let be defined as above with PDF given in (75) and assume that . Let and let be fixed (in particular, is not allowed to depend on ). Then we have the following: 
C. Proof of the Upper Bound (13)
The derivation of (13) is based on (9) with the following choice of an output distribution :
where are free parameters that will be specified later, where (99) and where denotes the incomplete gamma function (100)
Note that (101) is the PDF on that maximizes differential entropy under the constraints that and are constant. The choice of an exponential distribution on is motivated by simplicity. It will turn out that asymptotically this "tail" of our output distribution has no influence on the result.
With this choice we get (102)
We will now consider each term individually. We start with a simple bound on 
Here in (118) we have chosen an arbitrary , assuming that is large enough such that (121) Equation (119) follows again from monotonicity of the Poisson distribution; and the final inequality (120) follows from Chernov's bound [26] (122) Next, we upper-bound the moment-generating function of (123) (124) (125) and choose . This yields
Note that for , i.e.,
Plugging all these bounds together with (102) into (9) yields
Next, we introduce
and we choose (130) where is the solution to (14) . Note that such a solution always exists, is unique, and is nonnegative as long as . Here, in (132) we upper-bound assuming that is large enough so that the terms in the brackets are larger than zero. In (133) Since is arbitrary, this concludes our proof. (19) and (22) The derivation of the asymptotic upper bound (22) could be done according to the scheme described in Section IV-C with a different choice of an output distribution 6 (138) where . However, because (22) can be seen as limiting case of (13) for as explained in Remark 8 we omit the details of the proof.
D. Proof of the Upper Bounds
The bound (19) could also be derived very similarly. However, there is an alternative derivation that is less general than the derivation shown in Section IV-C and implicitly demonstrates the power of the duality approach (9). We will derive (19) using this alternative approach. Details can be found in Appendix E.
V. CONCLUSION
New (firm) lower bounds and new (asymptotic) upper bounds on the capacity of the discrete-time Poisson channel subject to a peak-power constraint and an average-power constraint were derived. The gap between the lower bounds and the upper bounds tends to zero asymptotically as the peak-power and average-power tend to infinity with their ratio held fixed. The bounds thus yield the asymptotic expansion of channel capacity in this regime.
The derivation of the lower bounds relies on a new result that relates the differential entropy of a Poisson channel's input to the entropy of its output (see Proposition 11) .
The asymptotic upper bounds were derived in two ways: in a less elegant version, we lower-bound the conditional entropy in such a way that we get an expression that depends solely on the distribution of the channel output. Then we upperbound this expression by choosing the maximizing distribution. In a more powerful approach, we rely on a technique that has been introduced in [21] : we upper-bound capacity using dualitybased upper bounds on mutual information (see Proposition 1).
In both versions we additionally need to rely on another concept introduced in [21] and [23] : the notion of input distributions that escape to infinity (see Section IV-B1) that allows us to compute asymptotic expectations over the unknown capacity-achieving input distribution. 
and we can restrict ourselves to the case where . 6 The PDF (138) maximizes the entropy h(Ỹ ) under the constraints that [Ỹ ] and [logỸ ] are constant.
The proof is based on the data processing inequality of the relative entropy [27, 
where in (185) we use once more that .
For we need to make one additional step
where (189) follows again from Chebyshev's inequality.
The claimed results now follow by combining the corresponding terms.
APPENDIX C A PROOF OF LEMMA 19
Everything in the following derivation is conditional on . Recall that here we assume . The bound (92) follows from Lemma 17 Part and the fact that entropy is nonnegative.
To derive (91) we write
where in (195) we use that . Using Stirling's bound [28] , [29] (197) and the Taylor expansion of around
(where ), we get 
where we introduce an arbitrary and assume that . We will now find bounds for each integral separately, similarly to the derivation in Appendix B. We again start with integration by parts Here, (211) follows from (161) using our assumption that ; (212) is due to the monotonicity in of ; in (215) we use that ; and the last inequality (216) follows from Chebyshev's inequality (173).
For the second integral we use the monotonicity of : Here for (253) we have again used (241). Note that the left-hand side of (97) is trivially lower-bounded by zero since . Hence, (97) follows from (253).
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THE UPPER BOUND (19)
To derive (19) we first note that the capacity of a channel with an imposed peak-and average-power constraint is upperbounded by the capacity of the same channel with a peak-power constraint only. Hence, any upper bound on the capacity for the case is implicitly an upper bound on the capacity for all , i.e., we will derive an upper bound for the case only.
The derivation of this upper bound could be done according to the scheme in Section IV-C with a choice of an output distribution with PDF (254) where , and
However, we will show a different approach here that does not rely on the duality-based technique of Proposition 1. This approach is more cumbersome and less general, but clearly illustrates the elegance and power of the duality approach.
The new approach uses the trick to "transfer" the problem of computing the mutual information between input and output of the channel to a problem that depends only on the distribution of the channel output. More specifically, we will lower-bound by an expression containing such that the mutual information is upper-bounded by an expression that contains (256) and does not directly depend on . We can then find a valid upper bound by maximizing this expression over all allowed output distributions. Unfortunately, this maximum is unbounded as we do not have a peak-power constraint on the output. Hence, we additionally need to "transfer" the peak-power constraint to the output side, i.e., we need to show that the contribution of the terms for are asymptotically negligible. As a matter of fact, we will only be able to show that the terms for are negligible for an arbitrary . Interestingly, the PDF that will achieve the maximum in (256) is (almost) our choice of (254). Therefore, the derivations of both approaches are very similar in many aspects. The main difference-and also the reason why this alternative derivation is much less powerful-is that in this alternative derivation we have to transfer the problem to the output side (including the peak-power constraint!) and then prove that our choice of is entropy-maximizing. This is in stark contrast to the approach of Section IV-C, where we may simply specify without any justification. In the case of only a peak-power constraint such a justification is possible; in the more complicated scenario of both a peak-and an average-power constraint such a proof may be very difficult.
We will now show the details. To prove the claim of this corollary we rely on Proposition 14, i.e., we need to derive a function that satisfies (67) and (68).
From the lower bounds in Theorems 3, 4, and 7 (which are proven in Section III) we know that (280) and (281) respectively.
We next derive upper bounds on the channel capacity. Note that (282) where and denote the capacity under a peakpower and average-power constraint, respectively. Hence, it will be sufficient to show an upper bound for the average-power constraint case only. Moreover, as shown in (58), we can further upper-bound capacity by assuming . Our derivation is based on Lemma 17 Part and on (9) 
